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Anais anais perfume original

Photo Not available for Color: Close your eyes and surround yourself in a field of flowers with Anais Anais, a playful fragrance by Cacharel that embodies femininity. With leaflet notes made entirely of heartbreaking flowers and fruits like lavender, bergamot, and blackcurrant to name a few, the first spritz gives you a juicy introduction to a
mixture of characters. You are treated with a romantic bouquet of rose, iris, and Moroccan jasmine among many soft flowers present in the middle notes. With a base made up of forests that blend well with its high notes, the Anais Anais perfume creates an accessible scent to wear all day. You'll feel like you're playing in a meadow
wearing this inspiring combination of comforting flowers and fruit aromas and will last.3360370512044, 0716393503812, 0716393052983Lily of Valley Industries, Leather, Cedarwood, Flowering Gardenia, JasmineCacharel is a French fashion brand established by Jean Bousquet in 1962. The company offers various products such as
clothing, accessories and fragrances. Since the 1970s, the company has created a wide variety of perfumes that turned out to be a real success. The main purpose of Yshel is to be close to women in their daily lives, to talk to them and to be a desirable society for their adventures. This item does not belong to this page. Thanks, we'll
check it out. Designer House: Cacharel Perfume Notes: Yakinton, Lily White, Honeysuckle, Blackcurrant, Galbanum, Bergamot, Lavender, Lemon, Orange Blossom, Iris, Rose, Lily's Valley, Tuberose, Cloves, Ylang-Ylang, Orris Root, Honeysuckle, Moroccan Jasmine, Lily, Musk, Patchouli, Amber, Sandalwood, L Year Presented: 2014 No
reviews written for this product sorted by newest ▼ Highest rating Lowest rating I wore this fragrance for years It smells fresh - I don't like heavy smells. Anis Anis is eternal. Written by Phionna on November 01, 2020 Was this review helpful? Be the first to provide feedback on this review. I've been using this scent for more years than I
can remember. It's my symbolic perfume I use Anais every day both as perfume and bath powder (which is harder to find). This review was made today on July 12, 2019. Be the first to provide feedback on this review. I've tried a lot of smells since the '80s, but it's my only smell! Anis Nin, find it, Devine! Written by Anonymous on July 03,
2019 Was this review helpful? Be the first to provide feedback on this review. Love it so much !!!!! Smells good on women !!!!!! Written by Anonymous on June 23, 2019 Was this review helpful? Be the first to provide feedback on this review. I've been using this scent since the early '80s. I just love Anis Anis! The first time I smelled it on my
friend I knew I owed it to myself! Anis Anis is my fragrance because it smells so clean and Thank you for making this divine fragrance available to women! Written by Kat on May 31, 2019 Was this review helpful? 3 out of 3 people found this review helpful. Over 2 million customers are satisfied with 100% authentic fragrances and money
back ©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Inc.
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